1. **IMOpen.** Underlying Instant Messaging (IM) is a database called the Names and Presence Directory (NPD) which shows who is available and whether or not they are online (present). Several leading IM services, including AOL, Yahoo!, Microsoft, and Skype, use proprietary NPDs that are not open to to other systems. There may be positive externalities in production of IM because the NPD, if open, could be used to produce other value-added products based on whether or not people are online.

Here is a diagram of the situation for AOL Instant Messenger (AIM)
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(a) Without any intervention in the market, AIM would produce quantity $Q^*$. Which area (A, B, or C) would be deadweight loss? Explain in words who would suffer this loss?

(b) If the government employed a Pigouvian subsidy to get AOL to produce $Q^*$, the cost of the subsidy would be what?

2. **Cellphones.** The technology of the cell phone industry can be briefly summarized as: (i) calls are transmitted and received from handsets, (ii) they move as radio waves through the electromagnetic
spectrum, and (iii) they reach the land-based telephone network at cellular towers.

(a) You are asked to design a regulatory system for this industry. This does not have to be what is actually used in the USA or any other country, it is up to you to describe it. Describe your regulatory system with reference to the concepts of unbundling/separation (5 points), economies of scale/subadditivity (5 points), common carriage (5 points), franchises/rate-of-return/price caps (5 points).

(b) Oops, despite your efforts above, one of the firms gets into financial trouble. Should the government favor liquidation, reorganization, or a bailout to prevent bankruptcy? (5 points)

3. *Cod.* Codfish in Newfoundland has been terribly overfished. This is a case where each fishing firm fails to take account of its marginal social cost in depleting the overall stock, leading to a negative externality in production. In real life, the Canadian government responded with a fishing moratorium, but in this problem we consider whether a Pigouvian tax would work.

(a) Draw the supply and demand for cod (conventional \``x`` diagram), show the marginal social cost, and label the deadweight loss from the externality.

(b) Now show the Pigouvian tax. What price do consumers pay? What price do fishing firms receive? How much is the government tax revenue?

It turns out that there are two types of cod fishing, and their private cost curves are shown in the following diagram:
Inshore fishermen operate in a labor-intensive way, using small boats and many workers. To catch more fish requires more boats and labor hours on the margin. Freezer trawlers, on the other hand, use large ships with freezer equipment. They have huge economies of scale up to a point, but little ability to expand output beyond that point since the ship already operates 24/7.

(c) Assume the Pigouvian tax doesn’t change prices in a way that puts either type of fishing firm out of business. How does each firm react to the tax? Which firms react more strongly?

(d) Suppose that the phrase “Grand Banks cod” is valuable and recognizable to consumers, although some cod is from outside Newfoundland’s Grand Banks. What would be the costs and benefits of creating an official geographic indication for “Grand Banks cod?”

(e) If the geographical indication were an EU-style protected designation of origin that specified small-boat fishing methods, how would this affect the industry and the overfishing externality?

(f) Suppose the Canadian government also became concerned about the dangers of fishing work and mandated that every boat have expensive GPS emergency gear. How would this affect the industry?
(g) The safety regulation would require cost-benefit analysis regarding the value of fishermen’s lives. What methods could the government use to value the lives? Given that fishing is a low-paid, risky type of job, would these methods value fishermen’s lives more or less than a typical Canadian worker?

4. AC. It’s a hot day in summer, and there are three groups of people, the Sweaties, who desperately need to consume electricity for their air conditioning, the Woodchoppers, who don’t want their trees killed by acid rain from power plants, and the Greedy Widows and Orphans (GWO) who want big dividends from their electricity stocks.

Currently there are no property rights to air quality whatsoever, so the GWO produce quantity \( \hat{Q} \) in the diagram below. Note that the Woodchoppers suffer a total cost of \( A + B + C \) in the form of acid rain.

\[ \text{(a)} \text{ The government decides to define a property right to clean air, so that the GWO have to pay the Woodchoppers if they want to generate any power. How much electricity is generated? How much do the GWO pay the Woodchoppers?} \]

\[ \text{(b)} \text{ The GWO decide to start a campaign to change the property rights, and it succeeds. Now the GWO can produce as much} \]
as they want, and the Woodchoppers have to pay them to stop. How much electricity is generated? How much do the Woodchoppers pay the GWO?

**Answers:**

(Cod and AC do not have written answers.)

2. **IMOOpen_a.**

(a) The deadweight loss is $B$. This is the area that has a lower social cost than it does social benefit. It is suffered by those who demand the NPD service, in this case both end-consumers and the hypothetical producers of the add-on products.

(b) A Pigouvian subsidy would push AOL to lower its price to the level given by the MSC curve. The problem for AOL is that it would be lowering the price on every unit, not just the units between $\hat{Q}$ and $Q^*$. Thus, it would incur a loss equal to the vertical distance between MSC and MPC on every unit. The subsidy would therefore cost $A+B+C$.

This shows how difficult Pigouvian subsidies can be. In order to produce benefit $B$, the government needs to spend a great deal more on subsidy. The subsidy is just a transfer within society, from the taxpayers to AOL, so it does not reduce social welfare, but it is not very plausible that Congress would approve such a large redistribution of resources for such a small social gain. In the real life case of the AOL / Time-Warner merger, a condition of merger approval was to open the NPD, which in this case is a simpler strategy, especially since the marginal cost in this example is close to zero.

3. **Cellphones_a.** This is just a sketch of a potential answer. Lots of well justified answers are possible here.
(a) The tower industry should be unbundled from the carrier industry so that all carriers can achieve nationwide coverage. To prevent discrimination, they should be structurally separated. Since towers largely consist of fixed costs of sitting, electric supply, and telephone connectivity, towers may well be subadditive, especially when the full cost of negative visual externalities is included, so entry may be restricted as long as coverage is achieved in an area. Towers will have a common-carrier-like duty to provide nondiscriminatory service to all carriers. In locations where the number of towers has been limited, tower franchises will be sold based on the lowest price for tower services.

To provide some product differentiation, carriers can continue to sign exclusive deals with handset makers, but these will be subject to normal antitrust scrutiny. While we expect large economies of scale in these markets, the markets are also very large, so we do not believe that further regulation is needed unless future evidence suggests otherwise. There may be an implied common-carrier duty for carriers to provide cell-phone service in a nondiscriminatory way, particularly with regard to “piggybacking” certain innovative devices that use wireless bandwidth in innovative ways.

(b) If the firm is very poorly organized or has a particularly unsuccessful set of assets, liquidation may be favored. But in most cases the firm will be more valuable to debtors as a going concern, so reorganization is better. This will also allow the general public to continue to receive cellphone connectivity during the bankruptcy. The only reason to bail out the firm would be if bankruptcy would impose external costs, such as stopping cellphone service or disrupting other types of data connections. In this case, that does not seem likely, so a bailout would probably not be warranted.